Steve McDonald

Surrender, You Said
I was kneeling like a devotee before the sprinkler valves
the ones that unfurled the flow of water to the backyard
where years earlier you had celebrated the liturgy of fescue
Kentucky blue & rye though this day the yard was all
yellowing grass & tenacious weed the faded-black valves
themselves old & cracked two still working two not
all of them half-buried in the sift of dirt the wiring rotted
as well as the encrusted plastic levers that once allowed you
if you wanted to turn the life-giving water on & off
by hand so I knelt there knees scraping the fractured gray concrete
surrounding the narrow pocket of soil from which the bonnet
of each valve rose into the ragged line of my vision
paper towels tucked like a stole into the collar of my shirt
to shield my neck from the lick of summer sun I was wet
with sweat exhausted not because the labor was so Sisyphean
though it seemed it was but because I knew you wanted the grass
to grow the way it once did when you could walk its myrtle-green
in your gesture of sky-blue blouse open at the neck & white
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capris & to be honest I wanted that too
so I dug deep into the packed soil with a pick & trowel
to lay bare the pipes that led to & from each valve I told myself
I was doing this because it would please you though the truth
is the tendon & sinew of the job which were really your desires
made flesh were themselves deeply satisfying I slid the saw
one inch in one direction & one inch in another it was slow work
my right wrist bled lacerated by the jagged edge of concrete
it scraped against but soon I was lost in the sawing
& bleeding & sweating the back of my neck on fire
as if touched by an open finger of flame & before I knew it
I had become the dirt that stopped the saw the concrete
that scraped the skin the riser that resisted every pass
of the saw’s teeth it was as if I’d spun into the pipe itself
resisting any change no matter how painful or deep the cut
& isn’t that the way it is resist & persevere
resist & outlast resist the way men resist resist
the way life resists never give up so how is it one word
you offered me bending over my shoulder as I struggled
in the middle of my life your ringed fingers touching
my back how is it your one whispered word delivered me
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